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A little about me, a little about you.
• Mission:

Change starts from within;  

– “Be the change that you want to see in the world.” Gandhi

• Vision:
“To create a future not only for myself, but also to pace a frontier   for 
the world to join me.  I will lead others the way that I would like to be 
led: with respect, confidence, and appreciation.“ Andrew Christopher Boryk

• Core Values:
Faith, Balance, Determination, Integrity, Hope

Becky Mills
MBA, CPC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionsCount of 3’s move and do individual introductions – name, position, something personal, something you are concerned about within the company today.



• smart and talented high-achievers in their current 
roles.

• consistently produce more and better work than 
their peers.

• considered subject-matter experts
• know how to attain results by their own accord 

and through others.
• driven to accomplish great things.

Emerging Leader Defined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�5 Ways to Spot & Develop an Emerging Leader - ERChttps://www.yourerc.com › blog ›Emerging leaders. Yes, the word “emerging” is included. I often thought of leaders as plain leaders and not thoroughly comprehending the emerging aspect of leadership. Leaders are not predetermined; instead, leadership is a craft that requires building.



Five Bricks

• Brick One – Challenged
• Brick Two – Mentor
• Brick Three – Opportunities
• Brick Four – A Plan
• Brick Five – Training



Brick One

• Challenged

To learn and grow, you 
must compete against 
those who are better than 
you so that you can adapt 
and overcome the 
adversity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first is that emerging leaders need to be challenged. In any area of life, whether it’s sports, playing games, or running a department, or an entire hospital (business), you often won’t see much growth if you constantly face sub-par, mediocre competition. To learn and grow, you must compete against those who are better than you so that you can adapt and overcome the adversity. This also requires the self-discipline to challenge yourself by setting goals and constantly pushing yourself further than you think you can go.  



Discussion

• Over the next six months, 
where do you want to 
challenge yourself?

• Over the next year, where 
do you want to challenge 
your team, department, 
hospital?

List three areas for each.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Body building example



Brick Two

• Mentor or Coach

As the quote goes, “Give a man a 
fish and you feed him for a day; 
teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime.”

https://www.bradley.edu/professionalexcellence/coaching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- an emerging leader benefits greatly from having a mentor. It’s important to note here that the burden of this step is fully on the aspiring leader—mentees choose their mentor, not the other way around. You have to decide, “who is living the life you want for yourself” or who is the leader you want to be and ask them to mentor you.  As the quote goes, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”   mention CPE offers coaching services.  See Angela for details. 



Brick Three

• Opportunity

Practice Makes Perfect

Opportunities to lead 
are always there but 
waiting for someone 
with a little initiative.

Opportunities Ahead!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brick three - leaders must be provided opportunities. “Practice makes perfect.” While some possess a natural talent for leadership, even they need the opportunities in which to lead in order to truly become effective leaders.  Opportunities to lead are always there but waiting for someone with a little initiative.  Team Recall presentations and the “ums” tossell story



Brick Four
THE Plan

• What is the focus?
• What is the timeline?
• What may hold you back?
• What are the action steps?
• What does it mean to accomplish the plan?
• What skills/resources are needed?
• What specific actions are you willing to take?
• Describe life after you complete this.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brick Four - emerging leaders must create a plan; and this is a step where having a mentor can really help. A leader (ideally with his or her mentor) should formulate a specialized plan on a monthly, quarterly, or even annual basis that is tailored to honing strengths, developing weak spots, and learning something new to “round out” oneself. As a goal/results-oriented person who loves making lists and organizing, this is my favorite.



• Training

Brick Five

Formal training in leadership coupled with 
opportunities to lead, will make one an 
effective leader. 

The global COVID-19 crisis has impacted 
us daily from all angles—health, 
economics, logistics, politics, education, 
relationships, and more. 

In many ways, it illustrates just how 
vulnerable we are as human beings.

https://www.bradley.edu/professionalexcellence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brick five - aspiring leaders requires formal training in leading. As I said before, some people have a natural talent for leadership, but even if one doesn’t, having formal training in leadership coupled with opportunities to lead, will make one an effective leader. In the business world, this can come several different ways. For example, a company may send some of their star employees to a leadership workshop over the weekend somewhere. Another company might pay for their employees to take a great course at Bradley University.  The point is, there are formal leadership training seminars out there from a truly academic perspective taught by amazingly successful leaders. Training allows employees to acquire new skills, sharpen existing ones, perform better, increase productivity and be better leaders. 



Discussion

• Define what this means in the context of 
strategy, motivation, resources and how the 
organization competes.

• Develop a plan to align the purpose-based 
values and empathy at the core of how 
everything is done.

• Deploy “how we do things around here,” 
through the actions of every employee, 
every day.



One Penny
My Dad, Willard
My Husband, Michael
My Friend, Mary

A Guy who walked a mile, Abe

(GETTY IMAGES)



A Quote by Will Smith

“You don’t set out to build a 
wall.  You don’t say ‘I’m going 
to build the biggest, baddest, 

great wall that’s ever been 
built.’

You don’t start there.
You say, ‘I’m going to lay this 

brick as perfectly as a brick 
can be laid.’

You do that every single day.  
And soon you have a wall.”



Wrap Up

Change starts from within;  
– “Be the change that you want to see in the world.”   Gandhi

Becky Mills, MBA, CPC     
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